
llllEs 135-158 (opposite). putotive Modeiran petrel, off Lewis, outer Hebrides, August
2005.

Ihv yut^ it odd? The plumage apne.ale! very brown, lacking the black and grey rones o{
feacf's Petrel, and in particular the bird in question lacked ihe distinct contiasi between
tne torewrng and remiges shown in the wing by Leach's petrel. No fork in the tail was
notrceable, and the rump seemed more extensively white than on Leach's. The way the
brrd ploughed on regardless made it demand attention, and this was combined with a
switch-back' flight action and more gliding in the flight than the five Leach's petrels we
observed that day in the same welther-conditioni the wings were held flatter and
straighter-out from the body than Leach's too, giving a clearly di#erent jizz to the bird.

At the time a newly fledged juvenile seemed a possible solution, but this idea was soon
rejected as the date was far too early - young Leach's aren't around till mid-october, five
or six week later. Wilson's. was briefly considired but the features simply didn't point in
that direction The potential 'Madeiran; option came more into play on reviewing the tape,
and is.a species I had seen many of in North and South America. SubsequentlytXis tootJg;
was shown to a number of observers and 'grabs' e-mailed out to some oi the wodj,s
seabird experts. lncoming comments from molt were positive. These included ringers *ho
had handled many hundreds of Leach's and Madeiran and who felt that the exte-nt of the
white rump at least fitted the. latter option better. Ned Brinkley, American seabird guru in
North Carolina commented: 'l can t really say with confidence what this storm-petreiis, but
it looks like a reasonable candidate for a Band-rumped Storm-Petrel, which I 

'see 
a lot of

but normally need to see very well to identify - Wilson's and Leach's can look quite similar
at a distance. But your description certainly points away from Leach's and toward Band-
rumped,,especially the tail area, flight style, and upperwing pigmentation. I might be
comfortable.calling it a 'probable' Band-rumped, but noi havin[ se6n the bird, td helitate. t

was fooled by lots of Leach's and Band-rumpeds after our-recent hunicane - all were
exhausted and did not fly typically, and they were quite worn as well, so many of the
cues/marks we normally use were obscured or erased.,,

other commentators included Killian Mullarney, who was rather more cautious: ,,1 would
not like to dismiss out of hand the possibility thit this is a Madeiran petrel, but on the basis
of these two grabs I would not be getting too excited....

... apart from the real difficulty in resolving the necessary detail in images of such marginal
quality, I believe all of the apparent 'pro-[Iadeiran'features - namelyihe subduea ca"rpat-
bars, the apparently narrow white rump and the apparent shallowness of the tail cleft - can
D: tf9yn, or.at least 

f 
ppear to be shown by Leach's petrel. of course, the impression of

all ot these features in the one bird may be significant, but if some or all of these

llPrefsigns.,ar9.ev91na,rtlv attributable to angle oiview, poor quality olimages or some
other tactor that is difficult to judge, it might not be so unexpected to iee them" all coincide
in the one bird? I am not sure if it is reir, and if it is, if it is of much ii!niti.un.", but the
bird in question appears to have a slight point of daik penetrating the;nielor part of the
white rump patch, similar to that ofte-n seen on Leachts petrel. liwoulJ be intbresting to
concentrate on this feature in other grabs. on the basis of these two images t dont th'ink
I can judge the extent of the white rump as being greater than on the avJrale Leach's.
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